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SUMMARY 

This report describes the work performed in the 14-month period 

beginning August 26, 1977, relating to a basic study of the materials 

response processes primarily of polymethylmethacrylate PMMA, polycar- 

bonate PC, and epoxy resins during a ballistic impact encounter. The 

work has included the sensing and recording of the impact stress pulses, 

using an instrumented Hopkinson impact bar, of sufficient quality to 

permit a detailed calculation of the material response. In addition, 

direct observations of representative impact events have been recorded 

using yery  high speed cinematography. 

The objective of the present work was to refine the apparatus as 

needed and to obtain basic property and materials response data at 

increasingly high contact velocities. This is part of a longer range 

goal encompassing this, past, and anticipated future work of developing 

a scientific understanding of impact to develop a reliable data base. 

It is hoped that this can lead to better materials, better means of 

characterization, and a basis for theoretical modeling. 

The experimental measurements consist of mounting a specimen of 

interest onto the end of a suitable impact bar and hitting the specimen 

with a striker carefully characterized with respect to mass, velocity, 

geometry, and position. This produces a stress pulse in the bar which 

is sensed by a strain gage, amplified, recorded in a digital storage 

oscilloscope, and finally computer analyzed to reveal the force, pene- 

tration depth, instantaneous velocity, energy transfer, and energy 

concentrated in the specimen. The original impact bar made of PMMA 

was found to exhibit substantial changes in pulse shape depending on the 

distance from the impact at which the pulse was sensed. This has been 

interpreted in terms of acoustic dispersion, partly due to intrinsic 



material behavior and partly due to geometric factors. To minimize 

this problem, an aluminum bar has been substituted for the PMMA one. 

Calibration/validation experiments were run using glass and hot-pressed 

silicon carbide targets. These impacts can be accurately modeled 

theoretically. The results show excellent agreement with theory, except 

for a slight "tapering-on" effect in the leading edge portion of the 

pulse. This is believed due to dispersion even in the aluminum bar. 

Possible ways to correct for this are discussed. 

Experimental impact data on PMMA, PC, and epoxy have been obtained 

using 19 and 4.5 mm diameter strikers at impact velocities of 1.77 and 

2.93 m/sec. The data have been analyzed. The irreversible work absorbed 

by the specimen for a given impact energy, the depth of penetration, and 

the pulse duration increase in the order PMMA < epoxy < PC, but the irre- 

versible energy per unit penetration is the reverse of this series. The 

apparent crater depth at the time of projectile/specimen separation shows 

less regular relative behavior. 

Cinematographic documentation of the impact process was made of PC 

and PMMA impacted by a 4.5 mm steel ball at an impact velocity of 120 
5 

m/sec. The camera speed was 2 x 10 frames/sec. Densification could be 

clearly observed developing in the case of PC, and less distinctly so 

in the case of PMMA. Evidence for crack formation during the projectile 

rebound phase was noted for the case of PMMA. Some shrinkage of the 

densified zone appeared to occur subsequent to the impact. 

In anticipation of further work in which the impact bar will be used 

in conjunction with air gun fired projectiles, an impact pulse was obtained 

on a PMMA specimen struck by a 4.5 mm steel ball at 85 m/sec. These 

results indicate that further attention must be given to further eliminat- 

ing or correcting for the taper-on effect at the leading edge of the 

sensed pulse. 

VI 



DYNAMIC IMPACT RESPONSE BEHAVIOR OF POLYMERIC MATERIALS (II) 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The present work is part of a continuing comprehensive study of 

indentation and impact phenomena particularly as they occur in two 

standard, relatively well-characterized, structural polymers, namely 

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and polycarbonate (PC) resins. To a 

less extent, polymerized epoxy resin and inorganic glass have also 

been examined. The intent is to develop an understanding of the 

irreversible deformation, structural alteration, and mechanical fail- 

ure mechanisms that occur when concentrated dynamic loads are applied 

to these materials. Among amorphous materials, PC has outstanding 

impact resistance. It is a continuing goal to determine the reason 

for these differences in behavior in sufficiently basic terms to allow 

analysis of the constituent phenomena in the expectation that this can 

contribute to a more precise characterization of impact resistance and 

to the evolution of more impact resistant polymeric materials. 

Our approach has been to idealize the geometries sufficiently to 

facilitate theoretical modeling and, at the same time, to retain the 

essential features of typical impact encounters and concentrated loads 

experienced by these structural polymers under normal use. Therefore, 

a spherical striking body and an infinitely thick polymer were selected 

as the ideal configuration. Experimentally, 4.5 mm ball bearings and 

12.5 mm thick polymer specimens have usually been used to approximate 

this ideal. In the experiments, a wide range of impact velocities and 

methods of loading have been used. In the work to date, impact veloci- 
o 

ties have spanned 9% decades from 8x10" m/sec (.0002"/min) to almost 
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3 x 10 m/sec (lOOO'/sec).  The low velocities provide information in 

the more commonly studied regime in which the typical concern is the 

mechanical viscoelastic-plastic characterization of polymers. Increas- 

ing velocity allows study of the manner in which the expected increasing 

elastic behavior manifests itself, ultimately leading to brittle failure. 

The upper end of the velocity regime is of particular interest since it 

is at these velocities that the ballistic impacts of practical service 

experience occur. However, because measurements leading to data useful 

for basic analyses become increasingly difficult with increasing velocity, 

the practical upper limit appears to be about 300 m/sec. 
(1-5) 

Details of the prior work are given in the earlier reports:    Some of 

the important overall observations and conclusions to date are: 

1) Standard linear viscoelastic models of polymer behavior have 

proven unreliable either as limiting laws at very  low penetra- 

tion rates or at small penetration depths, even at as little 

as 1% of the ball radius. 

2) The penetration, and to a greater extent the rate of penetra- 

tion, alters the structure of the polymer in such a way that 

the stress relaxation times are profoundly affected. The 

greater the rate of penetration, the smaller the characteris- 

tic delay time; thus, under a wide range of velocities, stress 

is able to decay away nearly as fast as it is applied. 

3) Anelastic densification of the polymers occurs under the ball. 

The extent of densification is a function of the polymer and 

the depth of penetration, but it is relatively insensitive 

to velocity. This densification anneals out, and the perma- 

nent deformation resulting from impacts also anneals out when 

the polymer is heated to its glass transition temperature. Our 

work has shown that the recovery process does not involve vis- 

cous flow. 

1-2 



In earlier work^ " ' mechanical test machines of the types used 

for stressing metals and polymers could provide test velocities up to 

2.5 m/sec. To make measurements at higher velocities, however, a new 

approach is necessary in which a spherically tipped mass or a ball is 

made to collide with the specimen. In this situation, an initial veloc- 

ity can be selected, but the deceleration, duration of the impact, and 

all other dynamic variables are no longer independently adjustable. 

Furthermore, sensing the reaction force and the penetration can be done 

only indirectly by solving the equations of motion. This approach re- 

quires a precise knowledge of the reaction force as a function of time; 

however, the time scale is such that the rate of propagation of the 

stress through the specimen and the supporting structure become impor- 

tant considerations. This methodology was described in detail in the 
(5) 

previous report.   Hence, only departures from this procedure will be 

discussed in the present report. 

1.1 Recent Studies 

Measurements were started during the preceding contractual study 

using an instrumented (Hopkinson) impact bar, in which the specimens 

were mounted on the end of a long PMMA bar 19 mm x 19 mm x 1.8 mm. The 

bar was supported at two places along its length by two bifilar strings 

in the general shape of a V. This allows the bar to swing freely along 

its axis, while substantially preventing sidewise displacement. A simi- 

lar arrangement was used to support the striker. From the amplitude of 

the swing of the bar after the specimen is impacted by the striker and 

from the initial position of the striker before its release, the momenta 

and kinetic energies can be computed. Two striker geometries were used. 

One was a 19 mm, 28.3 g hard steel ball bearing. The other was a 42 g 

steel cylinder with one end in the form of a nose terminating in a 4.5 mm 
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diameter spherical cap. The latter geometry provided continuity with 

prior indentation work and with planned air gun work using 4.5 mm pro- 

jectiles. 

Strain gages on the bar connected to suitable bridge and amplifier 

circuits and finally to a digital storage oscilloscope allow the strain 

pulse produced by the impact to be recorded. Mathematical processing of 

the pulse data, using a simplified one-dimensional model for the stress 

distribution in the impact bar, allows the force, penetration depth, 

striker velocity, various energy terms, and momentum transfer to be 

computed, in principle. The reason for using the polymer PMMA as the 

impact bar was because this would minimize acoustic impedance mismatch 

problems in transmitting the impact pulse through the specimen block into 

the bar. Secondly, the small value of its Young's modulus resulted in a 

large strain for a given force. This was favorable with respect to 

signal-to-noise considerations. 

However, PMMA is known to have an appreciable dependence of sound 

propagation velocity on frequence, so that change of the pulse shape as 

it travels down the bar was expected. In order to investigate this effect, 

inorganic glass is especially convenient, because its impact response can 

be accurately modeled using the Hertz theory. Hence, it served as a pri- 

mary calibration medium. The experimental strain pulse obtained on glass 

had shapes that closely followed the theoretical pulse, except that onset 

(nose) of the measured pulse built-up in amplitude more gradually than 

predicted. However, the pulse duration, pulse half-width, and peak ampli- 

tude matched the theoretical shape well. The difference in the shape of 

the nose resulted in a computed force-penetration depth relationship that 

was in substantial variance with the known Hertz law relationship. 
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This suggested that acoustic dispersion was affecting the shape 

of the nose and that the pulse shape would require correction if the 

PMMA impact bar were to be capable of yielding the correct force law. 

Analysis of the pulse into Fourier frequency components was begun. 

This would allow each component to be separately translated according 

to its own characteristic velocity and then individual components 

resynthesized into a new dispersion corrected pulse shape. This analy- 

sis/synthesis work was only partially completed. 

Impact pulse determinations were obtained on PMMA, PC, and epoxy in 

addition to glass. A semi-quantitative approach for analyzing the data 

was developed based on general pulse shape characteristics. This indi- 

cated that at an impact velocity of 2.5 m/sec, the 4.5 mm striker caused 

more irreversible damage than did the larger one, and that the level of 

damages decreased in the order PC, epoxy, PMMA, glass. However, such 

basic information as the force penetration dependence required the 

development of a satisfactory procedure to obtain a pulse shape free 

of distortion due to dispersion. 

1.2 Present Objectives 

The goals of the present effort were (1) to resolve the problems 

associated with the pulse shape, (2) to extend the range of measurements 

to higher impact velocities using the 4.5 mm diameter plus other projec- 

tile geometries, (3) to examine the impact process using high speed 

photographic techniques, and (4) to conduct theoretical and analytical 

studies of impact. Progress towards these goals is described in Sections 

3 and 4. 
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2.  MATERIALS AND SPECIMEN PREPARATION 

The PC and PMMA materials were unchanged from those used in the 

previous study. Specimens were used as cut out of sheet stock, making 

sure that all burrs were removed. The standard specimen size was 

25 x 25 x 12.5 mm. The other target materials are described below. 

2.1 Polymethylmethacrylate 

Specimens were cut from a single sheet of Type G Plexiglas^ PMMA 

(produced by Rohm and Haas). Continuing with our former practice, the 

sheet was marked off in squares for cutting and a record kept so that 

the original location of each specimen in the sheet could be identified. 

2.2 Polycarbonate 

The PC resin was manufactured by the General Electric Company and 

is designated as Lexan^resin general purpose glazing sheet, Type 9034- 

112. A single sheet of 12.5 mm thick material was used, and specimens 

marked, and records kept as for the case of PMMA. 

2.3 Epoxy 

The epoxy specimens were of previous stock which was molded out of 

a mixture of 20% by weight of methylene dianiline with Epon^828 resin 

manufactured by Shell Chemical Co. Resin was cast into a 12.5 mm slab, 

cured, and cut into 25 x 25 mm samples. 

2.4 Inorganic Glass 

A sheet of Pyrex^borosilicate glass 12.5 mm thick was cut into 25 

x 25 mm samples. 
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3.  IMPACT BAR STUDIES 

The experimental arrangement has been briefly described in Section 

1.1 and is in most details unchanged from that used in the previous 

contract effort. Complete details can be found in Reference 5. The 

general arrangement is shown in Fig. A. The main differences are the 

use of more advanced electronic instrumentation including a custom-built, 

low noise, wide band differential amplifier/Wheatstone bridge system and 

an improved digital storage oscilloscope Nicolet Model 2090-2, Explorer II. 

Other new details specific to the various classes of experiments are 

described below. 

3.1  PMMA BAR 
  (5) 
3.1.1 Changes in Propagated Pulse Shape. In the previous report, 

it was noted that the impact of a steel striker with the ideally elastic 

inorganic glass target resulted in a pulse that looked similar to the 

theoretically computed pulse, but which started and terminated much less 

abruptly. The observed peak maximum force and the pulse width at half 

peak height were 85% and 98.5% of the predicted values, respectively. 

However, the observed peak strain occurred at 52 ysec instead of at 31 

ysec, and the actual pulse duration was 388 ysec instead of the predicted 

value, 125 ysec. When the experimental pulse was analyzed to yield the 

force penetration dependence, the results were at considerable variance 

with the well-verified Hertz law behavior. The pulse and the inferred 

force dependence are given in Figs. A and B. 

The fact that substantial changes in pulse shape occurred as the 

signal passed down the impact bar was established by sensing the same 

stress pulse at three different stations along the impact bar length. 

The pulse was produced by striking a PMMA target, attached to the bar 

with the 4.5 mm diameter striker. One gage was a single gage embedded 
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in the bar on the center axis about 1.25 cm from the struck end. Hence, 

it sensed pulses while the wave fronts were still substantially spherical. 

It was located in a separate 2.5 cm bar segment, able to be acoustically 

coupled to the main bar, and is designated as the "detachable" gage. The 

other gages were actually pairs located 25 cm and 90 cm from the struck 

end on the outer surfaces of the main bar. 

Fig. C shows that the leading edge (toe or nose) is indeed becoming 

less and less abrupt as the pulse travels along the bar. A more detailed 

description of the pulse at the detachable gage (1.25 cm) and at the 25 cm 

and 90 cm stations is given in Table A. The time (ys) needed for the 

pulse amplitude to rise 10% of its peak value increases in the sequence 

18, 24, 35 at the three stations, respectively. That is, relative to 

the 10% reference mark noted for the first station, it requires 6 ys 

longer to reach the same amplitude at the second station and 17 ys longer 

at the third station. Inspection of the entries in the Table shows that 

at 30% of maximum peak the relative shifts remain essentially unchanged, 

being 5 ys and 18 ys, respectively. Similarly, for the maximum, the 

relative shifts are 4 ys and 21 ys. These values are identical within 

the experimental error, indicating that most of the pulse variation (on 

the rising side) occurs at or below the 10% peak, i.e., in the nose of 

the curve. However, the shift in the width of the pulse, at half the 

peak height, indicates that the decreasing part of the pulse is fanning 

out as the pulse travels. The small decrease in the area of the pulse 

between the 25 and 90 cm sensor locations as measured by (A x t~ 5) 

indicates that attenuation losses are insignificant. 

Additional evidence of the change in pulse shape is seen for the 

cases of two rather different kinds of impact. In one experiment a 

1.25 cm thick square of glass was the target and was impacted with the 

4.5 mm striker. In the other experiment, a crushable impact resistant 
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TABLE 3.1.TA 

TIME (ys) AND AMPLITUDE OF PULSE AT VARIOUS STATIONS 

Sensor Location 

Pulse Feature 
Detachable 

Gaqe 
CR*   ET* 

25 cm 
CR    ET 

90 cm 
CR    ET 

1st Indication 
of Impact 

10% of Max. 

30% of Max. 

Max. 

0±3     0 

18±1   18±4 

42±1   42±4 

133±3  133+6 

133±3   0 

157±1  24±4 

180±1  47±4 

270±3  137±6 

437±3   0 

472±1  35±4 

497+1  60±4 

591±3  154±6 

t0.5 = Half Peak 

Ht. Duration 

A = Peak Amplitude** 

A x ^.5 

197 

123*** 

2423*** 

202 

17.6 

3555 

217 

15.6 

3385 

*CR means Clock Reading; ET means Elapsed Time 
**Arbitrary Units 
***Should be multiplied by two to put on comparable basis with other 

values since only single gage is at this station. 
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layer applied to a SiC base was struck by a 19 mm diameter steel ball 

at about the same velocity. Thus, two sets of pulses were sensed as 

they passed the strain sensor 25 cm and 90 cm, respectively, from the 

place of impact and are shown in Figs. D and E. In addition, the 

behavior of the nose region for the pulse obtained with glass is given 

in Fig. F. These figures show shape changes in both cases. The pulse 

for glass becomes less steep in the nose region as it travels down the 

bar and becomes more extended in the tail region. These shifts in pulse 

shape are also shown in the following table, which quantifies the pulse 

geometry at various points. As before, the times required for the 

pulse to rise to 10, 30, and 100% of its maximum value are longer for 

the pulse sensed at the 90 cm station. The pulse area again appears 

to be only slightly diminished as the pulse travels along the bar 

between the two sensor locations. 

In the case of the pulse obtained with the crushable material, note 

that at the 25 cm position there are two distinct maxima. The first peak 

is believed due to the collapse of the layer under impact, and the second 

corresponds to unloading due to rebound. However, in the pulse detected 

at the 90 cm station, this first peak is absent and is only suggested by 

a hint of a shoulder. 

This overall evidence supports the hypothesis that the discrepancy 

between the observed and the predicted pulses and force displacement 

relations can be, at least in part, attributed to dispersion effects. 

However, making the necessary corrections is complex. This requires 

knowledge of the velocity-frequency dependence (which is also a function 

of bar shape). It also requires an analytical procedure for making the 

required corrections. As discussed in the preceding report, Fourier 

analysis is primarily useful for describing regular periodic or finite 
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TABLE 3.1.IB 

TIME (ys) AND AMPLITUDE OF PULSE AT VARIOUS STATIONS 

Sensor .ocation 
Pulse Feature 25 cm 

CR* ET* 
90 cm 

CR    ET 

1st Indication 
of Impact -36±3 0 272±3   0 

10% of Max. -8±1 28±4 304±1  32±4 

30% of Max. 0±1 36±4 320±1  48±4 

Max. 42±3 78±6 362±3  90±6 

tQ 5 = Half Peak 

Ht. Duration 82 87 

A = Peak Amplitude 28.03 23.93 

A x *0.5 2298 2082 

*CR means Clock Reading; ET means Elapsed Time 
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processes. However, an impact pulse does not meet these criteria. Hence, 

the use of Fourier series to analyze a pulse into constituent frequency 

components involves unavoidably arbitrary procedures which unfortunately 

affect the answers to some extent. Fourier integral techniques would be 

preferable but are less well developed. 

The difficulties associated with this approach led finally to replac- 

ing the PMMA impact bar in favor of an aluminum bar, dispersion effects 

in metals being much less pronounced than in polymers. However, quanti- 

tative dispersion data were obtained which may provide insight into the 

PMMA material itself. This is presented in the next section. 

3.1.2 Dispersion Observations. The appropriate elastic constant 

to use to predict the sound propagation velocity down a bar depends on 

the relative transverse bar dimension compared with the wavelength 

(frequency) of the acoustic component of interest. When the wavelength 

is relatively large, the Young's modulus E is the appropriate quantity. 

When the wavelength is small, the plate modulus B defines the velocity. 

Since B/E = (2 + 2v + v )/(! + v) where v is the Poisson ratio, in the 

case of PMMA this translates into a corresponding ratio of velocities 

of 1.46:1 due to goemetric considerations alone. In addition, the PMMA 

has an intrinsic dependence of velocity on frequency relatable to its 

characteristic relaxation modulus behavior. The cross-sectional dimen- 

sion of the bar, 1.9 cm, considered as a wavelength corresponds to a 
5 

frequency of about 10 Hz. Since the typical pulse component frequen- 

cies as computed by Fourier analysis lie in the range 10 to 10 sec" , 

a strong velocity-frequency dependence can be expected in the PMMA bar. 

An experimental determination of the dispersion was planned by measur- 

ing the peak shape from the same impact event at two successive stations 

along the bar. However, since an impact between glass and a spherical 

steel striker can be accurately modeled with considerable confidence, the 

procedure selected was to compare the Fourier analysis of an observed pulse 
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at a known position from the impact site with the corresponding analysis 

of the theoretically computed pulse, keeping the arbitrary pre-pulse and 

post-pulse zero signal  duration fixed.    The theoretical  pulse can be 

represented as a sum of Fourier components each of which has the form: 

AQ(n) sin  [2™ont0 + 60(n)] 

in which n is the order of the harmonic, A is the amplitude of the nth 

harmonic, 2irwo is the inverse of the time duration of the total pulse 

(including pre-pulse and post-pulse considerations), and 6 (n) is the 

phase angle. The pulse, experimentally observed at a station a distance 

L from the struck end, can be similarly described as the sum of components 

of the form: 

A(n) sin [2Trtont + 9(n)] 

The periods are chosen to be identical, i.e., to = w . The times t and t 

refer to independent "clock" readings, each started when a signal was 

first detected at the struck end and at the strain gage. The time for 

the Fourier component to travel from the struck end to the gage is L/c(n); 

where c(n) is the sound velocity in cm/sec for the nth harmonic. For the 

case at hand, the distance L has the value 30.5 cm. The times t and t 
o 

are related by t = t - (L/c(n)), and the change in phase angle due to 

this travel is 2miiQnL/c{n).    This difference in phase angle is obtainable 

from the Fourier analyses =6-9. Thus, c(n) can be computed and is 

proportional to n/(9Q - 9). These quantities are given in Table A. 

However, the reliability of the values of 9 and 9 from the Fourier analy- 

sis can be expected to decrease with increasing values of n, because the 

noise in the pulse signal will tend to mask the true pulse shape. Further- 

more, it becomes increasingly difficult to make an unambiguous assignment 
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TABLE 3.1.2A 

COMPARISON OF FOURIER COMPONENTS FOR AN ACTUAL AND A THEORETICAL 
IMPACT BETWEEN A STEEL BALL AND A GLASS TARGET 

Order of 
itc 

Ampli tude Phase Anqle eo-e 
n 

Harmoi 
n 

Theory 
Ao 

Expt. 
A 

Theory 
6 

0 

Expt. 
e 

0 2.72 x IQ"4 3.12 x 104 
IT/2 TT/2   

1 2.43 2.56 .660 .254 .406 

2 1.73 1.72 -.170 -.860 .345 

3 1.03 8.60 x 10"5 -.805 -1.831 .342 

4 6.21  x io-5 3.90 -1.185 -2.597 .353 

5 4.13 2.06 -1.503 -3.033 .306 

6 -2.66 -1.05 1.382 -.467 .308 

7 -1.86 -4.62 x 10"6 1.231 -.641 .267 

8 -1.33 -2.23 1.045 -1.011 .257 

9 -9.44 x 10"b -1.40 .955 -.744 .188 

10 -7.40 -1.11 .854 -1.057 .191 
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of the value of 0 - 9, because sin 9 is not a single valued function of 

9. Assignments judged to be reliable were made for the first ten harmon- 

ics leading to the deduced dependence of velocity on frequency as follows: 

Harmonic 
Frequency 

KHz 

Velocity 
(Obs) 
m/sec 

Velocity 
(Reported) 

m/sec 

1 2.3 1690 2034 

2 4.5 2000 2059 

3 6.8 2020 2073 

4 9.1 1960 2083 

5 11.3 2260 2091 

6 13.6 2250 2098 

7 15.9 2590 2103 

8 18.2 2690 2107 

9 20.4 3680 2111 

10 22.7 3620 2115 

From this it can be seen that the rate of change of velocity with increase 

in frequency even over the first 8 harmonics is 14 times greater than the 

change expected only on the basics of the intrinsic material properties 

(relaxation modulus). 

A similar examination of the ratio of the amplitude of the experimen- 

tal to the theoretical pulse suggests that there is little attenuation of 

the first two harmonics, but that there is a nearly linear decrease in 

relative amplitude persisting at least down to the 8th harmonic (18.2 KHz) 

at which level little further change occurs. This is shown in Fig. A. 

However, the calculated 85% diminution in amplitude stands in constrast to 

the observed relatively low attenuation of the overall pulse as discussed 

in Section 3.1.1. Therefore, the assumption of independent, non-interacting 

propagation of the constituent Fourier components of the impact pulse 
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warrants further critical examination. These observations indicated 

that applying the necessary corrections to the detected pulses in a 

PMMA impact bar will be difficult. However, analyzing these changes 

in pulse shape may be a useful tool for investigating the high fre- 

quency, moderate-to-high stress responses of polymers under conditions 

of distributed loading. 

3.2 Aluminum Impact Bar 

Among the commonly available metals, aluminum offers a relatively 

low acoustical impedance, high elastic compliance, and a sufficiently 

high yield stress to ensure that it will respond elastically over the 

stresses likely to occur in an impact bar under the anticipated condi- 

tions. Furthermore, aluminum is not expected to exhibit much intrinsic 

dispersion. However, geometric factors such as discussed in Section 

3.1.2 can cause dispersion. The transition frequency between plate- 

like and rod-like sound propagation in an aluminum bar is a factor of 

3 greater than for a PMMA bar of the same lateral dimensions. However, 

because the Young's modulus of aluminum is more than an order of magni- 

tude greater than that for PMMA, for a given size bar and reaction force 

the strain is proportionally smaller. Hence, to detect the pulse pro- 

duced by the impact with no loss in relative precision requires either 

more sensitive strain detectors or higher gain low-noise amplification. 

Finally, because of the greater sound velocity, the time between pulse 

reflections from the bar ends is correspondingly shorter. Thus, there 

is less time available to observe the post pulse signal following the 

rebound of the striker from the target. In principle, this should be 

a regime in which the strain remains zero. However, in practice there 

is always some damped oscillatory tail to the strain pulse signal. 

3.2.1 Description of the Aluminum Bar Apparatus and Alignment 

Procedures. The bar consists of a 180 cm long bar of 2024-T351 alloy 

aluminum in the form of a 19 mm diameter cross-section rod. The ends 
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were cut perpendicular to the rod axis, and a pair of SR-4 silicon 

semiconductor strain gages mounted 11.4 cm from the struck end. The 

electronic instrumentation is unchanged from that used with the PMMA 

bar. In order to eliminate the post-pulse ringing, great pains were 

taken to ensure that the bar was horizontal, that the point of impact 

was on the axis of the bar, and that the striker motion was in a plane 

containing the bar axis. This was accomplished by use of a carefully 

calibrated cathetometer which rotated around a vertical axis to ensure 

that the bar was initially horizontal and that the striker made contact 

at the center-line height of the bar. Two plumb lines, one at each end 

of the bar, defined a vertical plane. The bar axis was adjusted to lie 

in this plane by means of the thin wire bifilar supports at the 1/4 and 

3/4 positions along the bar length. The striker was similarly adjusted 

so that its center of mass lay in this same plane at the point of con- 

tact and swung in this plane as it was pulled from its rest position. 

A long, thin thread attached to the striker was used to displace 

the striker to its initial position. The height of the striker above 

the point of contact was determined by means of the cathetometer and 

was used to calculate its impact velocity. The rebound position was 

determined photographically. By maintaining the camera lens open, 

shining a bright light on the striker, and noting on a Polaroid^ 

picture where the maximum rebound occurred, it was possible to relocate 

the striker to this position. This was done by pulling the striker with 

a thread until its position as viewed through the camera reproduces the 

position shown in the photograph. The height was then determined using 

the cathetometer, allowing the rebound velocity to be determined. Thus, 

the momentum of the striker was completely defined. 
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The momentum imparted to the impact bar was determined from the 

displacement of a small rider along a fine wire support which was 

beneath the bar and oriented parallel to it. A X-Y cathetometer was 

used to determine the maximum displacement of the rider and, hence, of 

the bar. This allowed the velocity of the bar, as a result of the 

impact, to be determined. 

The strain gages and electronic amplification system were directly 

calibrated by deadweight loading of the bar at two load levels. The 

strain gages were calibrated by the supplier. Furthermore, in each 

run, in effect another calibration was performed by making use of the 

fact that the time integral of the pulse strain must equal the measured 

net momentum of either the bar or the striker. Further details may be 

found in Sections 3 and 4 of the preceding report. 

3.2.2 Critical Testing of the Bar Apparatus. The force-time pulse 

due to an impact of an elastic spherical projectile against an elastic 

planar specimen mounted on the end of an elactic bar can be accurately 

computed if the elastic properties, dimensions, masses of all of the 

bodies are known, plus the initial velocity of the striker. By this 

means known pulses were produced using a hardened steel 19 mm diameter 

ball bearing weighing 28.3 g as the striker. Glass, and also hot-pressed 

silicon carbide blocks, having thicknesses of 12.5 mm served as the elastic 

specimens. These were mounted on the ends of the aluminum impact bar. 

The comparison between the computed and experimentally observed pulse 

when the above striker collides with glass and hot-pressed SiC targets at 

1.77 m/sec is shown in Table A. 

These results show that the observed pulse at the strain gage 12.7 

cm from the site of the impact very closely follows the predicted behavior. 

Detailed examination of the toe and tail regions of the pulse reveal that 

the observed pulse builds up more slowly in the toe region than is predicted 
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TABLE 3.2.2A 

IMPACT CHARACTERISTICS 

Young's Modulus 
CGN/m2) 

Glass 
69 

SiC 
440 

Obs. Theory Obs. Theory 

Rebound Velocity 
(m/sec) 

1.08 1.08 .85 .85 

Max. Force (Kg) 182 184 260 246 

Time at Max. (ysec) 39 36 29 24 

Pulse Duration (ysec) 85 83 62 58 

Pulse Width at Half 
Max. Force (ysec) 

46 45 29 30 

Sound Velocity of Bar 

Young's Modulus " " 

"  of Striker 

Initial Velocity of Striker 

Diameter of Striker 

Mass of Striker 

5100 m/sec 

71 GN/m2 

200 GN/m2 

1.77 m/sec 

19 mm 

28.3 g 
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by the model. Hence, taking the first indication of an increase in 

detectable strain in the pulse as the time corresponding to contact 

between the striker and the target, results in a pulse in which the 

main portion is displaced towards greater times. This shift persists 

over the entire pulse. Figs. A and B show the shift of the toe and 

tail region relative to the theoretical pulse for glass, and Figs. C 

and D give similar information for SiC. 

Several mechanisms or combinations thereof could be responsible 

for this shift. If the acoustic impedance match between the bar and 

the specimen is not perfect, then partial reflection of strain pulse 

will occur at the plane of attachment. This should have the effect of 

putting a buffer, somewhat analogous to inductance in an electric 

circuit, between the specimen and the bar. Hence, there will be a lag 

in the build-up of the total signal, which should be related to the 

transit time for a pulse to travel through the specimen thickness and 

the impedance mismatch. A second effect is attributable to acoustic 

dispersion. Even for an aluminum bar of 19 mm diameter, a transition 

from plate-like to rod-like sound propagation will occur at frequencies 
5 

of the order of 3 x 10 Hz. Since the theoretical pulse for glass and 

SiC rises significantly over a time period corresponding to this fre- 

quency, it follows that the pulse contains appreciable contribution 

from frequencies greater than this transition value. This effect will 

be more pronounced for the case of SiC relative to glass. The high 

frequency contributions will propagate faster than the low frequency 

ones. Hence, these could provide "advance notice" of the arrival of 

the pulse in the form of a toe. If so, for the present case, taking 

into account the difference in velocity of the two modes of sound propa- 

gation, could result in a toe of up to 4 ysec in the case of the aluminum 

with the strain gage 12.5 cm from the impact site. For comparison, a 
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toe up of 43 ysec is predicted possible for the PMMA bar with the 

sensor 25 cm from the impact site. Other contributing effects are 

also possible. 

At this time, while not proven, the evidence suggests that the 

dispersion effects are largely responsible for the extended signal 

in the toe region. In the case of the aluminum bar, this effect 

appears to perturb the pulse shape only slightly. This perturbation 

does affect the force-penetration dependence computed from the pulse. 

The extended toe is interpreted as additional projectile penetration. 

Hence, during the 2.3 ysec shift noted for the case of glass at an 

impact velocity of 1.77 m/sec, the striker moves 4 ym, whereas in the 

case of SiC the shift is 6 ysec and the striker moves 11 ym. This 

is shown in Figs. E and F. The computed force-penetration behavior 

using data from a similar experiment, but in which the glass speci- 

men is mounted on the PMMA bar, is shown for comparison. 

These validation experiments show that impact pulses obtained on 

the aluminum bar, except for an artifact associated with the toe, are 

excellent representations of the actual force history at the site of 

the impact. Furthermore, the effect of the artifact, while \iery  pro- 

nounced in the case of an impact with an extremely hard material such 

as silicon carbide, is already reduced when the target is glass, a 

material only one-sixth as stiff. When polymers are the target mater- 

ial, the effect is expected to become further diminished. These 

results provided the level of confidence needed to proceed with 

impact measurements on the polymeric materials of primary interest, 

with reasonable assurance that the derived data will have physical 

significance. 
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3.3 Impact Measurement. Results 

Impact determinations were made on PC, PMMA, and epoxy standard 

specimens at two impact velocities and using two different strikers, 

the 19 mm diameter, 28.3 g one, and the 4.5 mm diameter, 42 g one. 

In addition, the calibration/validation runs, described in the preced- 

ing section, on glass and hot-pressed silicon carbide are included for 

comparison. The pulses were recorded by means of the digital storage 

oscilloscope. Individual data points, usually at 1 ysec intervals, were 

read into a computer file for subsequent processing. About twenty data 

points just ahead of the pulse were included to define the initial zero 

strain base line. The pulse data were recorded up to the time where the 

reflected pulse occurred. Some duplicate runs were made. However, the 

reproducibility was such that this was later considered to be unnecessary, 

except where there may have been some question about the experimental 

details. Software programs previously developed were used to compute 

reaction force, penetration depth, momentum transfer, energy transfer, 

etc. A detailed discussion of the basis of these calculated quantities 

can be found in the previous report, and a summary is given in the 

Appendix. 

An example of the notation for identifying the various separate 

determinations is PM/19/1.77. The letters identify the target material 

(PM = PMMA, PC = PC, Ep = Epoxy, G = glass, and SiC = silicon carbide). 

The number between the slashes refers to the striker diameter in mm, and 

the final number is the impact velocity in m/sec. Duplicate runs, if any, 

are indicated by lower case letters, a, b, etc. 

The results for these materials are summarized in Table A. Plots 

of the stress pulse and of the derived force versus penetration, local 

work versus penetration, and penetration versus time are given in 

Figs. A-P . A priori the force versus penetration behavior 
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would be expected to relate to the results previously obtained using 

the mechanical test machines. However, in the present case, the 

penetration velocity is not constant. The local work versus penetra- 

tion is the total energy extracted from the striker minus the energy 

contained in the stress pulse that is traveling down the impact bar. 

Hence, it represents the work that remains in the specimen itself. 

Some, but not necessarily all, of this stored work is used to cause 

the striker to rebound. Hence, part of the work is non-recoverable. 

The amount of the local work, at any given penetration depth, assign- 

able as being irreversible is the accumulated difference in the work 

recovered during the exit trajectory less that done during penetration. 

If relaxation effects are neglected, this provides a measure of the 

visco-plastic work done on the specimen. 

The plots of penetration versus time provide information of the 

relative motion of the striker and provide a means of relating the 

free impact response to the motions imposed by the mechanical test 

machines in our prior work. 

3.4 Commentary on Pendulum Impact Results 

Table 3.3A shows, as expected, that the larger diameter striker 

penetrates less and does less damage at a given velocity than does the 

smaller striker. This is not unexpected. In most respects, such as 

maximum force, pulse duration, and penetration depth, the results for 

epoxy were intermediate to those for PC and PMMA. The one exception 

was in the level of irreversible work absorbed by the epoxy during 

impact from the larger ball. Almost twice the level of work was 

retained as would be estimated from the other regular behavior. The 

runs Ep/19/1.77 and Ep/19/2.93 were each made with separate fresh 

specimens. However, the epoxy was mixed and hand cast in the labora- 

tory, and it is possible that the material is not as uniform as the 
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other commercial resins. Therefore, some caution is recommended before 

attaching major significance to this particular observation. 

A computation of particular interest is the penetration depth at 

the time that the strain gage registers zero strain. In the case of 

elastic materials, there should be complete elastic recovery and, hence, 

a reaction force until the penetration depth is zero. The penetration 

depth is one of the more complicated quantities to compute. It represents 

a difference between two large terms, less a smaller correction term for 

the contraction of the impact bar. For this reason, the reliability of 

this quantity can be questioned. However, the quality of the pulse data 

with respect to noise level and the various internal checks suggest that 

this quantity is either real or is a good measure of some related syste- 

matic effect. If the exit depth X. is taken as the instantaneous equili- 

brium impact crater depth, then this would be expected to increase in a 

regular way with increase of maximum penetration depth X* and with the 

non-recovered work w. The regular behavior of Xf/X* and w/Xf add 

further confidence to the physical reality of the computed value of Xf. 

However, absolute verification would require further experimentation to 

directly measure this quantity. 

3.5 Ballistic Impact Using Air Gun 

The next velocity regime to be studied requires the use of a gun to 

drive the projectile against the target. A preliminary experiment was 

undertaken to determine what new elements may be introduced in this 

work. A 4.5 mm diameter ball bearing was used as the projectile in an 

air gun and fired at 85 m/sec against a standard PMMA target mounted on 

the end of the impact bar. The pulse and bar momentum were measured in 

the usual way. The information is summarized in Table A and in Figs. 

A-l to A-4. The most distinguishing features from the experiments 
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described in Section 3.3 are the short contact time (26 ysec) and the 

rather considerable ringing after the projectile has left the specimen. 

This is shown in Fig. A-l. The abruptness of the pulse suggests that 

the same problems as discussed for the impact with glass and SiC in 

Section 3.2 having to do with the tapering-on of the pulse signal in 

the toe region are probably operative here as well. Note that for a 

projectile traveling 85 m/sec, an error of 1 ysec in the time corres- 

ponds to a distance traveled of 85y(3.3 mils). Assuming a time shift 

(due to the taper-on effect) of the same magnitude as for the silicon 

carbide pulse, suggests that the calculated maximum penetration and 

the depth at the moment of projectile separation are overstated by 

about 20 mils (500 ym). Clearly an uncertainty of such a magnitude 

precludes a straightforward interpretation of the computed force versus 

depth behavior given in Fig. A-2. The slope at large apparent depth 

appears reasonable. Hence, in future work, additional experimental 

means of eliminating the taper-on portion of the pulse and/or some way 

of correcting for this must be found. As may be recalled, this effect 

is believed to be an artifact attributable to acoustic dispersion. 
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TABLE 3.5A 

IMPACT PULSE DATA 

Target PMMA 

Projectile 4.5 mm dia.s  .371  g 

Impact Velocity 85.4 m/sec 

Rebound      "        (calc.) 52.2 m/sec 

Max. Force 405 Kg 

Time at Max. 18 ysec 

Pulse Duration 26 ysec 

Pulse Width of Half 14 ysec 
Max. Force 

Calc. Max. Penetration 40.4 mils (1026 ym) 

Calc. Depth at Time of 26.9 mils (683 ym) 
Specimen/Projectile 
Separation 
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4.  HIGH SPEED CINEMATOGRAPHY OF THE IMPACT PROCESS 

Our earlier studies(3,4) noted the development of a clear, opti- 

cally distinct, lens-like region under the spherical indenter/striker 

as it was driven into PC, PMMA, and epoxy specimens. This region is 

believed to consist of densified resin. Using a 4.5 mm sphere driven 

into the polymer at 1.2 mm/min, it was possible to follow the time-wise 

development of the densified zone using motion picture photography. 

When the ball motion was stopped, this zone was observed to contract 

slightly. In another set of experiments', PC and PMMA were impacted 

by a 4.5 mm steel ball at velocities between 150 and 250 m/sec. Again, 

the densified zones were clearly visible within the specimens at the 

sites of the impact. In the case of PMMA, local cracking occurred as 

well at the upper end of the velocity ranges. 

The most direct way to observe what happens during a high velocity 

impact is to be able to record it photographically at speeds which 

allow the various stages of the impact process to be resolved. A long 

range goal is to couple the photographic documentation with the simul- 

taneous sensing and recording of the stress pulse. However, at this 

stage, the immediate objective was to be able to capture the details 

of the impact process, including the development of the densified 

zone, using a high speed motion picture camera. For this we had avail- 

able a John Hadland Ima-Con framing camera capable of taking individual 

successive pictures at times as short as 1 ysec. However, only about 

10 complete pictures can be taken in a given experimental run. Hence, 

several problems had to be solved simultaneously, namely: (1) posi- 

tioning the somewhat massive camera and optics relative to the air gun 

facility such that the impact region could be photographed full size; 

(2) providing a sufficiently high level of illumination and special 
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orientation to capture the densified zone and/or the development of 

cracks as they form; (3) synchronizing and timing the camera to capture 

the entire impact event in the 10 frames available. The apparatus and 

procedures are described next. 

4.1 The Experimental Arrangement 

The Ima-Con camera is a device which transfers an image from a 

photodetector through a cathode ray tube to a phosphorescent screen 

from which the picture is made. Each image is approximately 16 mm wide 

x 19 mm high. A series of images are produced on the screen in the 

sequence shown on Fig. A by translation of the electron beam to new 

areas on the screen. The time from the start of one frame to the 

start of another is fixed by a plug-in electronic module and cannot 

be varied without changing the module. However, the number of frames 

per photographic exposure can be varied arbitrarily within limits. 

Since the dimensions of each frame do not change with the number of 

frames selected, they start to overlap at approximately eight frames 

per photograph. If the photographed object is restricted to an illum- 

inated width of about 10 mm, a practical upper limit of 14 frames per 

photograph is reached. Even with high speed film (ASA 3000), a high- 

intensity strobe (Guide No. 90 at ASA 25) is required to illuminate the 

event at close range. Since exposure time varies directly with the 

time between frames, more illumination is required at higher framing 

speeds. 

The appearance of the distorted zone beneath an indenter or an 

impacting projectile is apparently due to a difference in refractive 

index brought about by some combination of densification and polymeric 

configuration changes. While the zone is readily apparent to the eye 

which tends to time average images, it is not so apparent to the camera. 

However, the distorted zone could be revealed by pre-focusing the camera 
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on the exact point of impact. In addition, it was necessary to use 

back lighting, combined with collimation of the strobe light source, 

adjusted for maximum contrast at the zone boundary. This was achieved 

by precisely positioning an already impacted specimen at the point of 

impact, and making the necessary adjustments before replacing it with 

a fresh specimen. 

Synchronization of the camera with the impact was accomplished 

by using the signal generated by the projectile as it passes through 

the second of two photoelectric detectors used to measure the impact 

velocity. That signal fires a strobe flash which in turn starts the 

camera. 

Figure B is a schematic of the triggering circuit. The stop gate 

on the interval timer (gate 2) triggers a delay circuit which subse- 

quently fires the strobe. Since it takes about 2000 us for the projec- 

tile to travel from the exit gate to the specimen and the impact event 

lasts only 50 ps, it is clear that if a detailed photographic record of 

the impact is desired, wery careful control of the triggering of the 

flash lamp and the camera is required. A photocell senses the strobe 

light and triggers the camera. (The first few images of each photo are 

usually underexposed at fast framing speeds since these frames are taken 

before the strobe lamp reaches full intensity.) The older (modified air 

rifle) compressed gas gun was used for these pilot experiments due to 

the large number of shots required in troubleshooting the procedure. 

This gun was found to be reproducible at 120 m/sec to ±1%. The remain- 

ing link was to build a triggering circuit which had to interface both 

the interval-timer gate and the strobe light and be reproducible to 

±5 us. 
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4.2 Experimental Results 

Samples of PC and PMMA were impacted at 100 m/sec and 141 m/sec with 

a 4.5 mm steel ball. Figure A shows the impact of a 4.5 mm ball traveling 

at 140.5 m/sec on PC. There are ^5 \xs  between frames. Of interest is the 

growth of the distorted zone to its maximum size during the course of the 

impact event and the subsequent decrease from the maximum during ball 

rebound. The sample was rephotographed several minutes later (Fig. B). 

The distorted zone is smaller than the maximum and appears better defined. 

Figure C shows the similar event for PMMA. The results are also simi- 

lar with the additional feature of crack formation during unloading. The 

crack is first clearly noticeable on frame #9. The distorted zone becomes 

very ill-defined in PMMA as the projectile leaves the sample and is almost 

impossible to rephotograph. Figure D is the best of a number of photographs 

of the distorted zone in PMMA taken after the impact event. 

At the impact velocity of 100 m/sec, the disturbed zone in PC was 

smaller and less distinct, whereas in PMMA no photographic evidence for 

such zone formation was formed. However, visual inspection of the PMMA 

did reveal a \tery  small distorted zone without crack formation. 

The photographs also allow the impact velocity, recoil velocity, and 

contact duration to be measured. With a slower framing speed, e.g., 2.5 
4 

x 10 frames/sec, the ball could be imaged several times before and after 

the event as it traveled over a distance on the order of 1 cm from the 

specimen surface. The incident and rebound velocities, v. and v , respec- 

tively, were calculated from this record. 

Figure E shows a sequence taken at 2.5 x 10 frames/sec with v. = 140 

m/sec. The photograph magnification is determined from the apparent ball 

size. A strip of translucent paper is positioned behind the path of 

approach to clearly outline the ball. The distance from the nearest edge 

of the ball to the specimen surface (x) is determined to ± 0.1 mm with a 
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precision rule and a magnifying eyepiece. Table A shows the data 

associated with Fig. E. The velocities and residence times are 

listed in Table B. 

It should be noted that the specimens were coupled to essentially 

rigid metal blocks which did not translate as a result of the impact. 

The duration of the impact is partly determined by the nature of the 

specimen support. Therefore, only these four tests were made as a 

preliminary to assembling the entire system (i.e., the Hopkinson bar, 

the Ima-Con camera and the compressed gas gun). However, some qualita- 

tive observations can be made from the data in Table A. (1) The 

residence time of the ball on the sample varies inversely with incident 

velocity. (2) The rebound velocity increases with increasing incident 

velocity. (3) The residence time is ^50% shorter on PMMA than on PC 

under these conditions. If these materials behaved elastically, the 

ratio of the residence should be inversely proportional to the Young's 

modulus to the 0.4. For the present case, this would be ca. 0.74. 

Hence, the PC has an effective modulus appreciably less than the value 

(2.79 GN/m ) determined from sonic velocity measurements in the mega- 

hertz range. These tests demonstrated that the photographic techniques 

were adequately developed to the point where they can probably be used 

in conjunction with the impact bar. 
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TABLE 4.2A 

VELOCITY/POSITION DATA FOR THE IMPACT EVENT 
ON PMMA SHOWN ON FIG. 4.2E 

Photo Calibration: 4 L8 mm/cm 

tf:    4 x 10" -5 
sec 

Frame x (mm) Photo X (mm) Actual v (m/sec)* 

1 

Arriving 2 4.19 8.74 139.0 

3 1.52 3.18   

4 On Surface     

5 1.40 2.91 79.5 

Leaving 6 

7 

2.92 

4.45 

6.09 

9.26 

79.3 

79.5 

8 5,97 12.44   

*v/ = V = Ax/tf 
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TABLE 4.2B 

VELOCITY/RESIDENCE-TIME DATA FOR PMMA AND PC 

Material 

V 
incident 

m/s 

v 
rebound 

m/s 
t          -A residence 

ys 

PMMA 99.1 64.3 29.0 
PMMA 139.0 79.4 20.5 
PC 101.8 53.6 49.5 
PC 139.0 66.2 44.5 
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.5.  DISCUSSION 

One of the central concerns of the present effort has been to solve 

the basic experimental problem of how to detect and then operate on an 

impact pulse so as to extract reliable materials response information. 

Ideally the information should mesh with and be of comparable accuracy 

to that obtainable from mechanical test machines. However, the nature 

of the directly observed information is quite different, so that some 

translation is required for comparison. The wery  good correspondence 

between the experimentally derived force-penetration depth relationship 

for glass, relative to the theoretically computed one, indicates that 

at least in the present pulse duration regime, the experimental proce- 

dures are adequate and the computational procedures are basically sound. 

Absolute equivalence between mechanical test machines and impact bar 

results 1s probably unrealistic, even in principle. 

First, the basis for converting strain-time information into force 

versus depth is by means of one-dimensional elastic analysis. The 

occurrence of geometrically dependent dispersion is a consequence of 

the full three-dimensional elastic response of the impact bar. the 

solution of the transient response of a bar subjected to an end-on pulse 

using complete three-dimensional analysis is still an unsolved problem. 

Secondly, the local stress distribution within the specimen under dynamic 

loading cannot be identical with that under quasi-static loading, or 

where the sample is supported by a rigid, stress-reflecting solid. Hence, 

deviations from the classical Hertz law can be expected. 

The force-penetration depth response, as determined by the present 

technique, suggests that the materials are responding in a more compliant 

way than was expected from the mechanical test machine behavior. This is 

illustrated in Fig. A which compares the response for PMMA using the 4.5 

mm striker with the data obtained on the MTS machine at 100"/sec (2.54 

m/sec) indentation velocity. However, as noted in earlier studies, under 
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conditions of deceleration, stress relaxation is accentuated, so that 

this will contribute to an apparently greater compliance than would be 

expected from constant penetration velocity experiments. 

The impact data show that for a given set of impact conditions, the 

depth of penetration, the duration of the impact, and the irreversible 

energy absorbed by the specimen increase in the order PMMA < epoxy < PC. 

If the materials are analyzed in terms of the irreversible energy absor- 

bed per unit distance of penetration, a pronounced geometric factor 

becomes evident. For the 19 mm striker, epoxy shows the greatest dissi- 

pation and PC the least. For the 4.5 mm striker, PMMA shows the greatest 

dissipation, and the remaining two materials are less but are relatively 

closely matched by this criterion. 

At this point of our work, the most clearly distinguishing features 

that set PC apart from the other polymers studied are the greater extent 

of densification under the point of contact during penetration, its 

greater compliance, and the sensitivity to striker geometry of the 

irreversible work. 

The large apparent depressions in the specimen at the time of striker/ 

specimen separation need further effort to establish the validity of these 

results. Plausibility arguments have been presented for the case of the 

impacts with polymers. If true, then \iery appreciable anelastic deforma- 

tion and recovery are involved in the impact process. Again, this is not 
(3) unexpected from prior background work.   However, in the case of more 

abrupt impacts, such as with hard elastic specimens, or at higher veloci- 

ties, artifacts affecting the pulse shape, presumably due to dispersion 

effects suggest caution. 

In order to reduce or correct for the "taper-on" region at the 

leading edge of the pulse, several options are available. One is to 

correct the pulse shape, as was originally planned for the PMMA bar, 

using Fourier analysis and resynthesis. As noted the cross-over between 
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rod-like sound propagation and plate-like propagation, the latter exhibi- 

ting the greater sound velocity, occurs at a frequency v given approxi- 

mately by v = c/d = /E/p/d , where E is Young's modulus, p density, and 

d diameter of the bar. Decreasing the diameter of the bar raises the 

frequency. The pulse would become planar sooner so that the strain gages 

could be brought closer to the struck end. Because of the shorter propa- 

gation distance, there would be less time spread in the signal due to 

dispersion. These procedures should help in getting a pulse of higher 

initial fidelity. Further improvement will require correction of the 

pulse shape. Analysis based on Fourier integral transforms would appear 

to offer the best procedure, in principle, providing that representations 

capable of subsequent resynthesis can be found. 
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Figure 3.1.ID. Pulse Due to Impact Between 4.5 mm Striker and a Glass 
Plate Target as Detected at Two Stations Along Impact Bar 
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Figure 3.2.2A. Initial Portion 
of Strain Pulse 
for Glass 

Figure 3.2.2B. Initial Portion of 
Strain Pulse for 
Silicon Carbide 
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Figs. 3.3 A through P 
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Figure 4.TA.    Ima-Con Framing Sequence 

Photo 
Cell 

Projectile 
Target D O «- 

cSSf 
Gate 2 

Interval 
Timer 

Gate 3 Tüün" ^ 

fiT 
Ima-Con 

Uelay 
Box 

Transient 
Recorder 

Figure 4.IB.    Schematic Diagram of the Triggering/Monitoring 
Circuit 
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Figure 4.2A.    Impact of a 4.5 mm Steel  Ball, v.  = 140.5 m/sec,,on PC. 
Approximately 5 ys/frame. 

4 

Figure 4.2B. PC Sample from Figure 4.2A Rephotographed Several Minutes 

After Impact 
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Figure 4.2E. Impact of 4.5 mm 
Steel  Ball, VJ 
= 142.4 m/sec, on 
PMMA.    Approxi- 
mately 40 ys/frame. 

500 

Mechanical Test Machine 
Data at 2.54 m/sec 

Impact Data 

■ 2.93 m/sec 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 

85 m/sec 
/ 

y 

-2o 

Figure 5A.    Force-Penetration Response of PMMA Using 4.5 mm Striker 
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APPENDIX 

Summary of Impact Pulse Computational Procedures 

Primary Data 

m = mass of striker 

m. = mass of impact bar 

h. = starting height of striker before swing 

hQ = minimum height of striker at point of impact 

ho = final maximum height of striker on rebound 

L = amplitude of swing of impact bar 

e = strain as recorded on digital storage oscilloscope 

A = cross-sectional area of impact bar 

E = Young's modulus of impact bar 

c B velocity of sound in impact bar 

g = gravitational constant 

R = length of supporting filament corresponding to a pendulum length 

t = time interval since initial striker contact 

Computed Quantities 

VQ = impact velocity of striker = /2g(h.. - h ) 

Vf = rebound velocity of striker = /2g(hf - h ) 

ps = momentum transferred from striker = m |V | + m |V,-| 

A-l 



* 

Computed Quantities - con'd. 

Vb velocity imparted to bar = L/g/R 

mb 
= momentum   "   "  " = m.V. 

b b 

ß = 
00 

calibration factor = PS/(AE / edt) 
0 

F = force exerted on impact bar = AEße 

• 
z = velocity of striker during impact = V - —- / edt 

s 0 

t 

V 

z travel of striker = / zdt 
0 

t 

» 

w elastic shortening of impact bar = c / edt 
0 

X = penetration of striker into target = z - w 
• 
X = penetration velocity = z - ce 

U = energy extracted from striker = h m (V  - z ) 

X = 
t 2 

energy contained in traveling strain pulse = AEc / e dt 
0 

W local energy in specimen = U - X 

« 

A-2 
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